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Political  Writer 
Presidential veto 





of A.S. Council are items
 on the 
agenda today for
 the first 
business
 
meeting of the newly 
chosen
 A.S. Judi-
ciary. Meeting time is 3 p.m. in the A.S. 
Council 
chamber
 of the College Union. 
Chief Justice Bob Dollar 
announced  
that the veto power and vice 
presi-
dential 
succession  cases would receive 




 of the 
A.S. Council will be 
given  to  justices. 
No
 reapportionment decision 
is 
expected until
 next week's meeting. 
MORE THAN ONE 








 of a student 
to




 office. At 
the  
request





 that case will be 




 has a 
previous 
commitment 
.2nd will be 
unable to attend
 today's session 
and he 
would like to be 




 is raised. 
Langan
 has asked 
Judiciary  for an 
interpretation
 of the presidential
 veto 
power. Langan





 which gives 
the  
A.S.  president the 
right to veto any 
legislative action taken by 
A.S.  Council. 
He wants 
Judiciary  to define 
the  extent 
of that veto 
power.  
Item two is the
 vice presidential 
succession  question 
which  calls for a 




 the vice presidency.
 The 
resignation
 of Jim Self from the 
vice 
presidential 














 not received 
until this 
week, and 
the justices will 
need  time to 
study the 
available  facts before a 
ruling 
can be made. 
He




 next meeting 
of
 Judiciary. 
Three  new justices 
will be hearing 
their first






addition,  Dollar has 
replaced Roger 
Olsen as 




 a justice. 
SWING-A-THON--John
 Moskal of Sigma Nu fraternity and Sandie 





 as participants in the in houses' 
annual  "Toys for 
Tots" drive. The 
swing phone is at barely
 visible right. See story on page 7. 










































legally  must be 
mailed  
by 
Dec.  1. 
The  rehiring 

















Dumke  last year
 
before  being 
rehired when a 




Previously, the statewide 
personnel  
board stripped Rutherford 
of his 
tenure. The psychology professor is 
currently petitioning
 the courts to 
reinstate
 his tenure. 
Dr.
 Rutherford said he was 
-pleased"
 with the apparant decision. 
Dr. Rex Burbank,
 assistant to the 
academic vice 
president  for faculty and 
staff affairs, declined
 to comment 
because it is a 
personnel  matter. 
The professor, who 
led a January, 
1969 faculty strike was president of the 
SJS American Federation of Teachers 
1A11. -C10)
 which walked out in 
sympathy  with the 
San Francisco State 
College chapter of the
 organization. 
Dr. Rutherford told the 
















 and the 
certainty 
with which I 
believe  Dumke 
and  the majority 
of
 the trustees want
 
me fired, I am not 
optimistic  that they 
will let me 
alone,"
 he said. 
The professor
 said yesterday 
that it 
appears  he has been 
rehired,
 but he is 
doubtful whether 
the  rule stating a 
dismissal letter
 must be sent 
by















 that this 
means  
have
 the job, 



















































 all of 27 
faculty
 members who 
were
 fired during 
the
 strike were rehired




The  agreement 
provided  that the 
fired professors
 were not to be 
chal-
lenged by local or 
statewide officials for 
reinstatement of tenure, he said. 
The professor









 he has 
taught  at 
SJS  
for
 eight years. 
The statewide grievance panel that 
overruled the chancellor and directed 
that Dr. Rutherford be rehired has been 
made
 an advisory





















An SJS student who served in a first 
aid team at Tuesday's San Francisco 
demonstration
 has charged that police 
attacked medics while they attended 
injured protestersone of whom 
assertedly died and then disappeared. 
Chris Mosher. a former Vietnam 
combat medic, said  that about 44 of the 
50 people who comprised a first aid 
corps returned injured from the melee 
atop Nob Hill, 
San Francisco police, however, 










see page 4. 
For 
photographic  coverage 






AS. Council yesterday set the dates 
of Dec. 15 and
 16 for the recall election 
of A.S. President Bill 
Langan, pending 
authentication of the recall petition sig-
natures. Checking of the signatures is 
to be completed sometime this 
after-
noon. 
Also related to the recall election was 
a resolution presented by John Merz, 
last year's AS. vice president,
 request-
ing the AS. 
Judiciary  make a ruling on 






the recall election. 
The motion, 
















Section 1 of 
the  AS. Constitution,
 deal-
ing with the




 light of the Equal
 Protection 
Clause of the 14th 
amendment
 of the 
U.S. Constitution." 
"Because














By JEANNE  STRANG 




Hobert Burns, SJS 
vice  president, and 
Dr. William Rogers, 
elementary  educa-
tion, the discussion 
on "Student 




 in the A.S. 








Merz,  a liaison 
committee 
member,  opened the talk 
with 
reference to 







 was turned 
down  
































part  in 
academic  
politics.















 The group 
expressed 
doubts 
about  the 
soundness
























 that he 



































 to receive a strong


















































































 a local community
 worker, 


















Guiterrez,  one 
of




























 held Thursday on the 
subjects
 














 will be 










































 a mistake had
 been made in 
the 
approach  used by 
his department. 
Students were allowed
 to sit on all com-







 he knew 
students  
could  contribute 
especially in 
the  area 
of teacher competence.
 The Tower I,ist,
 
he said, is 
inadequate 
because
 it does 
riot encompass
 enough 
information  to 
help 




What is needed, 
said  Dr. Burns, is for 
every faculty 
member
 to distribute 
objective rating 
forms  to students each
 
semester. 
Seniors  and 
graduate
 













 is a must, 
he added. 
With the 
objective  form we 
would  get a 
bell shaped





 the extremes. If an 
over-
whelming 




morale,  he said. 
There 




any  department from 
using students












The most optimistic  nide 









































































































 hold .1 
elected by 
a majority 
vote,  he should 
be 





























































was  not 
two 
thirds
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possibility  of 
taking 







approved  a 
resolution







































$2,800  was 





mittee  and 
















Reed Magazine was granted a re-
quest of $918 
with the stipulation 
that 
every effort be 
made to sell the re-
maining  magazines 
not  sold last 
semester  and that the money revert
 to 





































































































































































Civil Liberties Union, 
Mosher said 
yesterday,
 will be 
contacted  in hopes of 
instigating  legal 
action. 




his duty is a 
felony, he 











the alleged police 
brutality. 
"We were 
pretty  badly 
aced
 out," he 
recalled. "I 
was treating a 
kid  I could 
not revive...I
 was hit by a police
 car and 
later I 




 was laying 
face 
down  in the street 
a few blocks 
away 
from  the Fairmont 
Hotel where 
350 police 




protest  an appearance
 by 
South Vietnamese
 Vice President 
Nguyen Cao Ky. 
Mosher
 went to the body but felt no 
pulse or heart beat.
 There was a huge 
lump on the back of 
the victim's neck 
which  led the attendant 
to believe his 
neck 





 mouth to 
mouth  resusci-
tation 
Mosher  claims a 





several  ribs. 
When
 the medic 
returned 
to
 the scene 
five  minutes 
later  





about  that." 
Mosher  said he 
checked 
hospitals  and the









kind  of scary,
 this kid's 












OFF THE STREET --San
 Francisco
 Police 




























 in the day 










speech at the Common-
 












































































 State Los 
Angeles  professor









with  accepting 
pay for a 








 is an isolated 
incident,
 but an 
investigation  is 
being  conducted








 the State 
Department  
of
 Finance is 
conducting  an 
























 on the case
 because 
he
 is "party to 
the appeal."












 to gain 
information  
about  Eckert's 
hearing. 




 is no effort
 to cover 
anything 
'p 












has  often 
attempted  
to bring 
the  matter 
up at 







































passibility  of 
teaching 
load 
inequities  in 
other  state
 colleges 




This is not to say that Trustee Swim's charge that the practice is "wide-
spread'  should be accepted without question. 
But if, as the chancellor insists, there is nothing to hide, why are the trustees 
reluctant to talk about the issue? If Dr. Dumke is 
so anxious to "seek resti-
t talon through all 
legal means," why is everything being kept
 secret? 
Other 
faculty  members at Cal State L.A. are 
suffering  in this case. A 

 
'temporary freeze" has 
been  imposed on tenure and retention
 decisions at 
that campus until the 
Eckert
 matter is cleared up. 
The taxpayers of California are
 suffering if state funds are 
being  misused in 
similar incidents. 
The







tices in the 







also  hope that the parties involved 
would 
be more 




with the press. 
For they should
 have no fear of publicity if, as they




many SJS students 




gasoline  to stretch 
what
 money they do 
have,  the Associated 
Students  
is planning to 
issue a yearbook 
next  June if an 




 a project. 
Produced  by the Taylor
 Publishing 
Company,
 the yearbook 
wc"Id  actually 
a collection
 of separate 
booklets  and photo 
essays  dealing with 
college  life. 
While  such a plethora
 of memorabilia
 would, we are 





 fondly back on 
their  college days, 
we
 feel that few 
students 
would  be willing to 
pay  the $7 which the 
package  will cost. 
According
 to an 
A.S. public 
relations 
officer,  the 
yearbook  
would  cost 
$10,212  
produce.  The 
rationale 
for instituting
 such a 

















profit  of almost 
$3,800. 











 be left holding








 they buy 
it or not 












 sold to 
members







Association  at an 
increased
 rate. This 
rather 






















cii if the 
poll  of 
students  shows












 that it 
costs  nothing
 to say 





$7 to back up 
that
 "yes" 

















 if a school the 








students  will be 





















within  the 
confines  of 
















equipment.  Right 
'1(1. 
the security department
 is trying to let
 the students know
 about the 
p.gulation.
 
through the signs 














necessitated  by 
several  "close 
calls': between bike -riders 
and 




around  the corner of 
building
 






the college is coming 
up
 with 
more  than 
just
 rulings 




 Another 100 bike racks
 have 
been ordered, to help alleviate the 
bicycle
 
parking  problem. 
Plans  
call  for the 




Seventh  Street 
next  
spring,  when 
construction  









proliferation  of the automobile has














Were SJS a spread -out campus, like U.C. Berkeley, UCLA or San Diego 
State, the prohibition 




 SJS is a 
compressed, urban 
campus  and it is no problem to walk 
from one end of it to 







a safety factor, 






















was  a 
breath
 of 




























































has  been 


































 of view. 






recalled  for 
'trying 
to





 a liberal 
philo-







are not at 
all interested
 in hearing 




pick  their political
 philosophies in 
the same way 






















As another recipient of a bicycle 
parking citation I wish to air my grie-
vances. This action only serves to point 
out the absurdity of American society. 
While children are starving in the 
ghettos, 
the state of California is paying 
money
 to have security officers tell the 
affluent college youth 
where to park 
their bicycles. 
It is ironical that the notes are printed 
on paper and are tied to the bicycle 
seats with rubber bands. Must America 
rape precious forests to tell 
us
 where to 
park our non-polluting bicycles? It would 
be interesting to find out whether or not 
the origin of the rubber band is a Viet-
namese rubber plantation somehow 









was in the 
market  for a 
new
 set of tires
 for my 
































































available at extra cost from my favorite 
gas station 
attendant.  
I also checked a number of name 
brand retail outlets and found tires of 
roughly the some 
'premium"  quality and 
estimated tread -life, at slightly higher 
prices. However, in every case mounting 
was available free 
of charge. Balancing 
was offered at a rate markedly less than 
most gas stations charge. 




 that name brand tires' total 
cost, on the 








 possibility that my 
information
 may be inaccurate 
or my 
experience atypical. 
However, I think 
that
 this problem deserves
 the 
immediate attention









Martha  0 
Connell
 
This column is 
directed  to whites, so 
all you Negroes
 and Mexican -Americans 
focus your eyes elsewhere. 
The sentence that opens this column is 
a parody of a sentence that opened a 
recent letter to the editor of the Spartan
 
Daily. The sentence was, "This letter 
is
 
directed to Chicanos, so all you 
gringos  
focus your eyes elsewhere." 
Now I find that offensive. In fact, I find 
that downright racist. 
I'm sure most 
people
 were offended 
by my opening sentence. 
And rightly so. 
But how many of those people
 felt the 
same way
 about its equivalent, 
written 
by a Mexican
-American  student? 
Inverse




 in this country, SJS 
included. 
Statements  from 
minority
 
students are tolerated 
which, if made by 
white 











people,  most liberal




inordinate amount of 
guilt. For 




Students capable of 
thinking  allow the 
word 'racist to be bandied 
about and 
applied indiscriminately. 
All  too often it 
is 
assumed
 that a person is a racist if he 
questions the wisdom 
of a black studies 




reporting  on the 
possible  
unconstitutionality  
of busing in a 
seminar.
 I had prepared 







only to be asked at 










Perhaps it is simply not recognized 
as
 
irrationality. More likely,  
it
 is tolerated 
as payment for the
 fact that blacks were 
slaves
 for 
several hundred years and 
now they and other
















 inverse racism and 
irrationality
 cannot
 be overlooked 
because 
of the American student's 
immense
 guilt complex. 
The 
minority  students



































































































































































































 is not 
relevant 
to the 
point  or 







































without  the 
Ph.D. 
degree.




















made  above the 
level of assistant
 




highest  terminal 
degree  is a 
Ph.D. 
The entire
 problem is not
 one of 
statistics, but one 
of
 philosophy. This 
nation's social
 ills cannot be cured, say, 
by outlawing enforced 
segregation as 
the U. S. Supreme 
Court  did in 1954; 
then permit enforced 
segregation  within 
"integrated"  institutions 
by creation of 
black and 
brown  studies programs. 
Indeed.  I do support special "compen-
satory" programs for the "disad-
vantaged" and "deprived"
 in efforts to 
'remedy the 
deplorable  conditions which 
parents
  after they have tried - have 




 must be for all 
Americans
 who 
find themselves in similar 
plight.  I'll 
stand shoulder to shoulder
 with Allen 
and Shick in the battle
 to eliminate 
discrimination 
and to win equitable 












people  have lost their
 sense of humor. 
In 




have  lost their capability 
to 
laugh
 at themselves. 
Jokes based on race,
 nationality, sex, 
patriotism and 
individual  personalities 
are considered 
racist, prejudiced or in 
bad taste. 
There
 is no doubt that many jokes
 are 
maliciously
 derogatory. But 
at the some 
time,
 many of the jokes tried 
to serve 
only one purposeto 
make people 
laugh.  
The argument can be made that there 
is nothing funny 
about a person's ethnic 
origin,
 religion or beliefs. A person
 
should respect and honor these things, 
not ridicule them. 
I agree with this argument up 
to the 
point where
 a person thinks his heritage 
and beliefs should be 
glorified
 without 
fault. At that point 





humor  in the things we 
hold
 
most dear. I 
am part Italian (don't let
 my 
name fool 
you),  Catholic, skinny 
and  an 
orphan. I know, 
tell
 and appreciate 
any  
good 
joke  about all four 
characteristics. 
Jokes  are 





 that can't 
lough at 




 paranoid. At any
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-Gov.  Reagan's human
 relations chief 




 that even -wetbacks from 
Mexico  collect welfare 
and 
health care." 
The legislature and Congress must change the 
program  or 
we
 shall not only bankrupt our 
treasury,
 we shall bankrupt 
our spirit as well,
 said Lucian B. Vandergrift, State Human 
Relations Agency chief. 
Vandergrift  proposed: 
-That able-bodied 
welfare recipients be required to work 
on government sponsored 
projects if necessary "even if it 
does get their hands
 dirty." 
-
There  must be basic reform. 
-Tighten the eligibility
 for their welfare. 
-Remove aliens from 
California's welfare system. 
-Cut out fraud. 
- Require fathers to support their children. 
- Prohibit persons with "high incomes" 
from getting any 
form 
of welfare. 
"Welfare has grown monstrously,
 but Medi-Cal has ex-
panded even more grotesquely,"
 Vandergrift said in his 
address  to the Sacramento 
Republican  Women's Club meet-
ing in one of the capital city's most
 fashionable restaurants 
for 
lunch. 
Vandergrift attacked court rulings which have liberalized 
welfare
 rules, particularly the one that eliminated Cali-
fornia's 
residency
 requirement for 
getting  welfare. 
He said such suits 
have  been instigated by federally paid 
attorneys. 
"Your taxes go to pay attorneys who sue the government to 
make 
you pay more taxes," he said. "It sounds like Alice in 
Wonderland."
 
Vandergrift said the 1.98 million 
persons  now on welfare 
represent a 27 per cent 
increase
 over the same period a year 
ago. The










LOS ANGELES -A bearded member of Charles Manson's 
hippie-style family still wanted for murder surrendered to 
police in front of the Hall of 
Justice  Wednesday, saying he be-
lieved that in return "some people are supposed to be cut 
loose." 
Bruce
 Davis, 27, was joyfully embraced by a raggedy 
group of Manson family members camped on the corner out-
side the building where Manson and three 
women co-
defendants are on trial foe the Sharon
 Tate murder. 
Davis' dramatic, unexpected 
surrender was attended by 
flocks of newsmen and
 camera crews who had heard rumors 
it was scheduled. 
Davis has been sought on 
murder
 charges in the slaying of 
musician
 Gary Hinman. Manson and Take defendant Susan 
Atkins also are charged in that killing. 
The surrender apparently was 
arranged  by two Tate trial 
attorneys, Paul Fitzgerald and 
Daye  Shinn, who waited on 
the 




Vote  on 
Athletics  
BERKELEY -An advisory referendum added to the Uni-
versity of California student ballot this week asks students if 
they favor continuing to pay a share of the 
athletic budget on 
the Berkeley campus. 
The money, from student fees, is only 4.2 per cent of the 
budget of the 
Associated
 Students, but amounts to about 
$300,000 a 
year. 
Voting, which began 
Wednesday,  continues through 
Friday. 
Whatever the 





referendum  was approved last 




 Paul Brechler said, "Our 
department 
gets less financial 
help  from the school than any 
other in the 
Pacific
 8. Loss of that 






SACRAMENTO -Edmund G. Brown
 Jr., secretary -of -
state -elect, says he may ask for an 
investigation of a 
campaign contributions report listing the source of $95,000 as 
-anonymous." 
'This is an evasion of the spirit if not the letter of the state 
campaign reporting law," Brown said Tuesday of a report 
listing four anonymous
 donors to the campaign of an anti-
Prop. 18 group on the Nov. 3 
election  ballot. 
Brown told Martin Salditch of the Riverside Pree-
Democrat  who broke the story, "If this is acceptable 
behaviour, then 
the whole campaign reporting law is a joke." 





identified  many oil and highway construction firms as 
donors
 to the campaign to defeat Prop. 18, a measure which 
would have allowed use 
of some gasoline tax revenues for 
purposes  other than 
highway
 building. 








listed by the 
anti -Prop.
 18 
group,  one of $30,000, one of 









John Lee Hooker, A.B. Sky 
Blues Band and Country
 




 9 to 1 in 
the College Union Ballroom. 
Admission is $2.50. 
The dance is sponsored 
by 
the Spartan Social Club
 and 









 and roulette, 
plus a 
buffet dinner
 are being sponsored



































On Nov. 22 the Pakistan 
Student 
Association was 




heritage of our 
nation and develop more 
understanding between 
other social organizations on 
campus and the com-
munity," according to M. A. 
Chowdry, newly -elected vice 
president of the organi-
zation. 
Following the disaster in 
East Pakistan a group of 
Pakistani students formed 
an emergency committee 
that would give relief to their 
mother country. Within a 
week the Association was 






ed president of the organi-





Bhaghal, secretary; and 
Munir Malik, treasurer. Dr. 
Walter Crawford, professor 
of marketing, will advise the 
organization. 
-We hope to develop a 
better understanding bet-
ween foreign students on 
campus, hopefully resulting 
in better communication 
between American and 
foreign students,- Khokhar 
stated. 
The organization will pro-
mote the observince of 
Pakistani festivals and 
tra-







Guest  Tonight 
The city editor of the Los 
Angeles  Times, Orange 
County edition, Mark
 
Murphy, will be the guest at 
today's meeting of Sigma 
Delta Chi at 8 p.m. in the 
Spartan  Daily office, JC 208. 







a question -and -










































12 n'ti. So. 
of S.J. - 
Below  Opt y. 










































$6.00 daily, 6c 
a 
mile, "Free Gas". 
5. Complete body and fender -foreign and 
domestic -free estimates. Loaners available. 










 tune up service -domestic
 and foreign 
for as little as 
$5.95  labor. 
8. 
Lowest






















Murphy has also served as 
assistant metropolitan editor
 
of the Times, in charge
 of 
state political reporters and 
legislative
 news. He has also 
been a reporter for the Salt
 
Lake City Tribune and the 
Portland Oregonian. 
Sigma 




 open to men arid yeo-
men. 
which marks the






 occurs on the first 
day 
of the month following the 
fast at the occurance
 of a 





 in order to 
live





months  and 






















-This  is 
the day 
Moslems 













Membership in the Paki-
stani Student Association is 
open to non -students as well 
as students, according to 
Chowdry. More information 













































Double  and 
"41rofle 
Breasted  Models, Blazer, 
 




GIFT VIM \'HI OH SONIFirsd.
 
ELSE .. AT 1/3 PRICE. 
























































GEOFT  EASTMAN 
Daily
 Staff Writer 
-Wilmot' flow do you 






lakes,  streams, 










defensive end with 
pro-
fessional 
football's  San 
Francisco
 49ers and 
St. 
Louis Cardinals, Ed Henke, 
has a new 
interest. 
Currently Santa Clara 
County co-chairman of the 
California 
Committee






taken a stars., on the contro-














is a state com-
mittee 
with a single ob-
jective
-to win wild 
and 
scenic  river 
status
 for the 
three rivers threatened
 with 
damming and industrial 
pollution. 





throughout  the nation proud, 
and cause 
opponents  of the 




"Our great outdoors is be-
ing ruined 
because 
there  is 
apathy on the part of a large 
segment of our society whii.b 
declines to get involved in 
this problem." 
Federal legislation, intro-
duced by Rep. Jerome 
Waldie, D -Antioch, to keep 
the 
three  California rivers 
-free-flowing," is supported 
by the Santa Clara County 




The Waldie bill is designed 
to 
prevent  additional  darns 
and





 along the 
three waterwrys. 












Foreign students may re-
cord messages to send to 
their 
families  at the Inter-
cultural Center, 10th and
 San 
Fernando streets, Thursday. 
The cost to the student will 
be only the price of postage. 
Tapes will be 
provided  free 
of charge. The 
service  will 
be offered after 
6:30 p.m. 
tiehting mad when
 I see 
what's taking place in many 
It
 our rivers and streams. 
  .1 recently 
went  down to 
fish in a river
 near my boy-






grid  coach 
asked an oldtimer there how 
the fishing was and he 
replied....There's no fish 
here anymore.'
 It turns out 
that some Jerk had dumped a 
load of chemicals upstream 









 becoming a 
CCO2M,
 was 






















 an avid 
fisherman 









He and his family
 reside in 
Mountain 
View. 
The 6-4, 228 pound
 Henke 












CCO2M, 760 Market 
St.,  Suite 
1032, San Francisco, 94102.
 
When someone as massive 
as Henke, but 
concerned 
with such a worthy cause, 
urges 
support, take heed! 
Lineman 
who  didn't in the 
past,  wish they 
had,  and al-
though football 
combat
 is not 
the issue, the struggle to 
save the Eel, Trinity and 
Klamath 
could  become a 
"sudden -death" 
contest, 











31.7  Daily 
(from

















duck  down sleeping
 bags on sale. 
If you 
are looking for a good 



















2 lb. duck down sleeping
 bags, ripstop 
nylon, baffle stitch, stuff hag included. 
$32.95
 
3 lb. duck down sleeping
 bags, ripstop 
nylon,  baffle stitch,
 stuff bag 
included.  
S41.95 
We also have some












































































ise from left Death 
masked marchers parade in 
front 
of the Fairmont  
Hotel  
to the slim beat 
of a drum as 
an elderly 
lady
 joins in the 
picket
 111w to protest 
the 
appearance of South Viet-







 a serious scalp
 
laceration when a 
few dissi-
dents 
ripped off his 
helmet  
and 
struck  him 






 rode up 
and  down the
 
streets












swept  pockets of 
demonstrators  away 
from 
the hotel. 
-Daily Photos by 
Ron Burda 
and 







h 'tiger cages," said John 
.--atorme 
f-ddad George Jackson, 







 to Thorti4; 
So 
flitions
















and Ffeeta 13ruia 
"Soledad is so racist
 and uptight. Oppressions 
against
 the 
blacks and the 
browns  are fostered and 
kept
 alive by prison 
officials
 and guards. The murderers are let free 
and now they 
want
 to murder the Soledad Brothers,"
 Thorne insisted. 
"After the 
killing
 in the prison yard,"
 Thorne pointed out 
"a gag rule 
existed
 and no one was 
allowed






 that even the
 defense
 




 were refused entry 
to
 the cells, because "it
 









 January "According to Monterey County Judge Gorden Campbell," 
',revealed the murder of a Thorne added, "a plea from the 
accused  prisoners had to be 
inmates were fatally awaited. If their plea were 'guilty,' all the money is spent for 
nothing."  
oe Jackson, John 
After an unsuccessful trial, defense attorneys hoped to 
'being charged
 
with  the 
transfer the case to 
San  Francisco, 
iirst degree murder
 at that prison guard. 
-85 per cent of the people in 






"the racial atmosphere at 





Black  and White inmates were searched 
for 
a fair 
jury selection," said Thorne. 
,, 
their
 skin for 
possible  weapons before they 
were
 sent to 
the  
-Then
 we wanted Angela Davis to 
assist
 us investigating 
in recreation yard. A 
guard,  a qualified 
marksman,  was 
the
 case, because the 
defense









funds  to pay 





 and the 







prison  and 
San  Francisco County 
attorneys denied 
her position," 





The  shooting 
followed  in the Mann County court room on 
Aug. 7, killing a judge and 










































































live on the 
and tenth floors while 
n occupy-
 the eleventh 
elfth 
floors.  
, KtxCh house 
is
 designed to 





but stairwell doors 












off  into a 
locked 
Which









inhade3  as 4-hour 
visi-
hut supporters of the 
ion for 
co-education  
say there is 
no oppor-
for meeting new 
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dents,  particularly many of 
realistic,  
the women, object to 
co-edu-
Another
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SPRING a SUMMER FLIGHT 
SCHEDULES















































clap SIMS II 













 page 1 
The 
majority of injuries 
suffered were
 bumps, cuts, 
bruises and Mace burns. 
There may also have been 
burns caused by use of 
-cattle prodders," Mosher 
said. 
Mosher
 estimates that 





medics who came 
with the 
marchers treated
 nearly 300 
persons. 
Many of the





construction  sites on side 
streets.
 Police, 




ments  of the crowd












































































































































Street   
City
  State   
Phone- 
Zip    
Last
 grade 













DOWN  SKI 
JACKETS  
























































































































































































































way to see the 
things
 























on Greece, and illustrates 
Hong 
Kong's  
floating  societies 
with  a ride 
on



































 a fine 



















College is now 
accepting
 














































 is there. 
And 




 too. Send for our 
catalog
 
with the coupon below. 




WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT 



































 on 40 
Scale 
I ant interested
 in 0 Fall 
Spring
 0 19-
0 I would 
like
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hands  of the Ducks. 
"Oregon
 has a 
tremendous
 
team,  but 
it




our  young 
team 










































frosh to a 
n impressive
 18-
























 of 12 from
 the 








rebounds  to 
pace
 the Spar-




soph  center 
Ron 





 get easier 
for the Spartans
 Saturifly 
night as the 
Wolfpack of 
Nevada 




 three games all 
season, Nevada
 hardly rates 
as a threat to 









forward to a 
much  improved 
team this season.
 Last year, 
his quintet finished
 with a 5-
17 




give the Wolf pack a 
slight advantage 
in ex-




 Wright ( 6-
6 ), center Jim Scott ( 6-81 and 
guard Gene Bodini (6-2) all 
return from the starting five 
of a 
year
 ago. JC transfer 
Nathan Appleton
 ( 6-6) will 
start
 at one forward
 while 
soph Romie Thomas (6-2) 
will open 
at the guard. 
Thomas should pose 
quite  
an individual duel for 
Skinner as the Nevada 
sophomore 
averaged  25.1 for 
his frosh team last year. 
SJS will open with the 
same five that started 
against Oregon.
 Hamm and 
soph Jan Adamson will open 
at
 forwards, Eleby at  the 
post, and
 Skinner and Danny 
Walker at the guards. 
There will be many new 
faces on the SJS squad this 
season. Also expected to help 
Glines' squad are four others 
up from last years im-
pressive frosh team, includ-
ing cornermen Kris Soren-
sen 




Beauchman  (6-7). 








SJS wrestling team 






Spartans play host at the 
14th annual San Jose State 
Invitational.  
Tourney matches will be-
gin
 at 12 noon in the Spartan 
Gym 
and continue through 7 
p.m. 
Eleven 
teams are set to 
participate in the event, in-
cluding Cal Poly of 







strongest wrestling powers. 
The Broncos, NCAA College 
Division champions the past 
three years, 
will  be heavy 
favorites 
to




 NCAA team 
returning. 
Also strongly rated are 
U.C. 
Berkeley,





Mumby,  returning after a 
year's 
absence,  feels his 
squad has 
a chance of 
plac-
ing in the






























true indication of our 
abilities." 
Given 
the best chances of 
placing for the Spartans are 
either Art Stone or Harold 
Yee at 118 pounds, 
freshman  
Jim Lucas, 142, Terry 
Kerr, 
150, Ron Wright, 158, Tim 
Kerr, 167 and Bob Garcia, 
190. 
Other entries for SJS in the
 
tourney will be 
Rudy Rod-
rigues, 126, Dick 
Hamm,  
134, Rich Amaro,





Mumby's grapplers will be 
wrestling an all -tournament 
schedule this year and will 
be counting on their five 
lettermen to improve last 
year's third place finish in 
the PCAA. Mumby considers 
his team as being "probably 
as good as last year's." 
The lettermen include 
Stone, PCAA champion two 
year's ago who was out with 
an injury last season, Terry 
Kerr, third in the 
PCAA last 
year, Tim 
Kerr, second in 

















Free.  Phoenix 
10 a.m. 














































































1-tirditig lo Wines, 
  Ileauchnian has looked 
good in practice and should 
see plenty
 of action this year. 
Dave Gainza
 16-3), a start-
ing forward 
on last year's 
frosh, has 
been  working out 
in the 
backcourt  and will
 see 
action
 both as a forward
 and 




 one thing 
SJS 
can do 
without  this 
year,  but 
the






















 the entire 









 planned on 
using  him 








( 5-11) from Gavalin JC, 











 who came here 
to 
high
 jump, will add some 
outside shooting 
help  and 




Rounding  out the squad 
are Moryse Howard 
(6-6)  a 
junior forward from Oakland 





 will be playing in his 
first 
home varsity 
contest Saturday against 
Nevada  at Civic Audi-
torium,
 The 6-1 sophomore from
 Philadelphia hit 23 points 
in
 











baskettnll  fans take 
heart. With all that 
racket 
about this year's basketball 
scene having as much ex-
citement as eating 
at 
McDonald's, Frosh Coach 
Dave Waxman seems confi-
dent that 
neither
 his squad 
nor Dan Glines' bunch fits 
that hazardous description. 
Waxman calls the varsity 
"a young team...but one that 
has ability and potential." 
And even though his guys 
don't have much in common 
with Lew 
Alcindor  (height. 
wise), Waxman believes 
they "may hurt us in some 
games." The first year 
coach is just as quick to add, 
however, that his small 




from the fact that the frosh 
cagers hope to utilize the 
speed and quickness to go 
hand in hand with their fast -
breaking approach to the 
game. 
In preparation for their 
opener with Merced this 
Saturday at Civic, Wax -
man's crew is doing it all 
from the one-on-one games 
to half -court zone offense 
and defense scrimmages. 
The 
purpose
 of the one-on-
one 
drills is to develop a 
player's ability to score on 
an opponent "all by him-
self." When 
asked  if he was 
against 
his players being 
fancy, Waxman stressed 
that he was "more interested
 
in results.
 If a guy can lay 
the ball up softly," said Wax-
man, "he can add anything 
else to it as long as he 
scores." 
The optimistic coach noted 
that 
he prefers that his play-
ers 
work  on the same sit-
uations and the
 same shots 
they 
will  take on in a game. 
A daily 
practice  seems to be 
a blend of the guys
 "working 
on their 





















































































Cal Davis J.V. 
or Frosh 
!Laney College 
Cal State Hayward Frosh 
Travis Air 
Force Base 





 Davis J.V. or Froth 
U.S.F. Fresh 
U.O.P. Frosh 
St. Mary's Froth 
Stanford Frosh 






Fesno State Frosh 










 A SINGLE CONTEST, NO 
FOLLOW.  
menting with others. 
One thing is for 
certain.  
Either the team will be 
free 






larger  track lineup 
this year then
 he expected. 







 The catch is, if 
you 
miss the first 
one, you have 
to sprint 
the length of the 
court.
 














S.J. Civic Aud. 









S.J. Civic Aud. 
San 
Francisco  









































































and the Orient 
For

















 the 0111y 














such  a thing 
as 
an upset
 as they nipped
 the 
Red Hots, 46-45 







47,  while "IN" 
was  spanking 









was  a Royce 






As the All College 
tourney  
gets  under way, 
the follow-
ing
 teams are 









entertains  the 
Joy 
Boys,
 the Space 
Cowboys 
will




 contend with 
the Sunshine 
Boys and Tora 
will square off 
with  the Iron 
Peppers.
 
Going toward the I,ower 
Division  crown has the 
Tenth 
Floor 





will  play the Fish, 
Moulder 
Hall and the 
Dribbling
 Eight 
will go at it, 
whiter  Sigma 
Chi and Allen 
Hall  are trad-
ing baskets
 in the only other 
contest. 
In the Lucibrator win over 
Red 
Hots, Mike Duggan and 
Bruce 
Anderson  paced with 
16 points 
each.  Ball hawking 
Art 
Wong,  Johnnie Le-
tournea, 
Steve Goldie and 
Jim O'Malley also helped 
out. Unable to play, 
but  
vital clogs in the Lucibrator
 
title





























student christnias special 
Your
 complete horos, 
India
 








 . . _ St.de 
time

























 form and  '2 50 (or '5 
00) 
to LA:-..! .VL:.,1 Olt
 ERPRISES
 


























COMPLETE SERVICE CENTER 
ANTI FREEZE 
BRAKE   LUBE 
 
TUNE-UP   
FOREIGN  CAR 
SERVICE 
 


































 Nuvo Flare Jean. $10  
f 
Levi's Denim Blue Jean Bell
the 






















Charge,  or 
Bankamericard
 
Almaden Fashion Plaza- Valley




Fremont  Fashion Center 
Shop  Monday 
thro Friday 
night. 
































squad will open 
its season 
this weekend when SJS 
travels to Sacramento State 
tomorrow for the 
Sacra-
mento Invitational at 7:30 
p.m. 










will also be repre-
sented 
in the Los Angeles 
Invitational 





Turpin,  and Mike Cooper
 will 
compete




These two meets will be 
tuneups for the popular SJS 
Invitational
 to be held in the 
Spartan
 
Gym,  Dec. 11. -This 
is a very fine meet. The 
students at SJS will have a 
chance to see some of the 
best gymnasts around,"
 
commented SJS coach Clair 
Jennett. 
SJS  will seek its second 
straight Pacific Coast Ath-
letic Association Champion-
ship this season. The Spar-
tans will have all but one 




He is new assistant 
coach 
Doug Hills, the PCAA floor 
exercise champion last 

























 with SBC  
$1.00 
General  




















WITH  BIG 


















  ERIC BURDON AND
 
THE  























































one  of the 
nation's top professional 
bowlers, will make two 
appearances 
tomorrow  in 
the College Union games 
area.  
According  to games direc-
tor 
Barry  Bonifas, Soutar, a 
member of the Brunswick 
Advisory Board of Cham-
pions, will give free lessons 
to anyone from 2 p.m. until 4 
p.m. 
The 30 -year old right 
bander, who in 1961 became 
the youngest man ever to win 
the national championship,
 
will return Wahl p.m. liner 
8 p.m. when he will compete 







Some of Soutar's most re-
cent triumphs  include the 
American Airlines Open in 
1969  and the Showboat 
Invitational in Los 
Vegas  






WORKS  ON 
SIDE  HORSE 
-Daily




unattached  in the 
Sacra-
mento  meet. 
"With  almost
 the entire 
team returning,
























 along with Cooper. 
"Sweeney
















































































































exercise,  Eric 
Hay-
stad on side











 on high 
bar, and 













































































































San  Jose 
Stanford 
Stanford  
















































































Check the Wildcat Ski 
Shop  for 50% 
sayings on 




9-6 except Thurs. 99, 
and  
Sunday 
9-4  P.M. 
week, 
from  - 
111 E. 
Main St. 























 games to 
be
 played, 







In fact, things got started
 
TUesday as Artis Gilmore of 
Jacksonville  scored 50 
points, pulled down 29 
re-
bounds and blocked 
11 shots 






 NCAA title. 
Also, Austin Carr began 
his quest for the NCAA ( or 
the Pete Maravich 
scoring
 
title with 38 in his 
opener  for 
Notre 
Dame. Closer to home, 
PCAA favorite Long Beach 
was held to an 
embarrassing  
halftime 
score  of 32-8 and 
went on to drop 
its opener to 
tough Kansas. 
With the advent of the  new 
season, many people try and 
become prophets and predict 
who will win what. 






Se FIRST ST llowetnam 
Sam Ilse 
 IOU LINCOLN
 At., Willie Clem
 








still another NCAA basket-
ball 
title. Who remembers 
the last time 
UCLA didn't 
win?
 Well, that 
goes  back to 
1964
 when Lew 







 win the 
crown. 
It 








































Now  to the
 PCAA, 
where 
SJS  is still 
looking  for 























































24 HOUR SERVICE 
Inn h .Itt DEVIL OINK 6 PRINtiN4 
OPE 






































































 from the 
shoulder. And 
so
 is his talk. 
He'll 
neither  promise
 the world 
nor  expect it 
in 
return.  He's 






















































 for us. AN I 
BLIAI  
oPPI191  
UN!  TY EMPLOYER
 
Sign up in the Placement
 
Office. 











-7 Thursday  
December














 rainstorms, breakdowns and other
 problems, the 
Sigma Nu -Gamma
 Phi swing-a-thon continues
 to swing to in-
sure that some children are
 not toyless this Christmas. 
Fraternity and sorority
 pledges and actives 
of the two 
houses intend to 
obtain $6,000 in toys 
principally  for children 
in the low-income area of 
East San Jose. 
The two houses hold the




continuous  hours in 1969. 
Members intend to 
break their 
own 
record  this year with 
110
 hours of swinging, 
said  swing-a-
thon chairman
 Carter Langdon, 
SJS junior. The event
 is 
taking place in front of 
Sigma Nu, 148 S. 11th St. 
As of 10:30 a.m,








began 8 a.m. Monday. It will end at 
about 
10:30 p.m. Friday. A 
broken rope on the swing 
delayed  the 
conclusion.  
This is the 
llth
 straight year
 the two houses
 have swung 
in 
conjunction  with 
the
 U.S. Marine 
Corps  drive. 
Any 
toys
 that are 
broken
 will be 





































 is 297-3364. If 












 worth of toys.
 The chairman
 believes the 
$6,000 goal will be met. 
"We have not been getting the college support we've 
had  
before. It's really unfortunate. We have live entertainment 
every night, and they might get on the swing if they're 
lucky."
 
Elementary school response is "fantastic" though, 
Langdon noted. Pupils there have a contest each year in 
which the school 
donating  the most toys wins. 
"They're not afraid to give a favorite toy to someone who 
really needs them," he continued. "It's really beautiful." 
Two bands are scheduled to play at the 
fraternity  house 
tonight,
 Stained Glass and Long Barrel, beginning at 7 p.m. 
On Friday night, the houses will throw a 
block  party, 
Langdon said. The street will be blocked off and dance music 
will be provided by three bands, Bockhorn, Charging Heads 
and Rocking Rickie. 
Outside
 Sign Limits 
Designated  
for  CU 





 put restrictions on the 
type of 
signs that may be 








































"Cultural events" include 
activities like AS. elections 
and other A.S. 
sponsored  
events like the 
recent  Richie 
Havens concert. 
The board also moved that 
Ron Harbeck "sit as 
a regu-
lar 
voting  member of the 
board until the appropriate 
agency decides otherwise." 
Harbeck last month was 
fired as 
ombudsman by A.S. 
President
 Bill Langan. The 
action apparently removed 
him from the CUBG as well. 
He was challenged by then 
acting member Steve Bren-
nan and was asked
 by the 
board not to vote. Harbeck, 
however
 was invited to stay 
and take part in the meeting. 
It was agreed
 to let 
SCIP  
utilize 
"most of the 
third  
level,"  March







 of Society 
and the 








CU.  Director 
Ron 
Barrett
 of charging 
partici-
pants in the 
Dec. 7th SCIP
 
"Fantasy  Fair," 
$1 per day 
per table. The 
"Faire"  will 


























































































































use  of 
that  
space  in 
the 







































should  be 




























made  to 









































the spring of 














 of the 
companies  







Education Career Day has 
been scheduled for Saturday, 





January,  June or August. 
School district representa-
tives will be primarily 
interested in persons avail-
able for mid -year place-
ment. 
Students wanting an ap-
pointment
 with a recruiter 





Center, 122 So. 9th St., Dec. 7 














 from throughout 
California 







 mid -year 
placement. 
Sign-ups  will
 be held 
Dec.  














 held in the



































7 and 8; 
Fremont 
Unified,  

























grades  K-6; Los 
Angeles 





grades  7-12. All fields 
except 













 - one German 
teacher  for two 















































WEST   
Elementary, Santa Clara 
County - elementary grades 
K-6, 
secondary  - math only, 
grades 7 and 8; 
San 
Ramon  Valley  Uni-
fied, Contra Costa County - 
elementary grades K-6, 
secondary - English, math, 
industrial arts, music 
( instr.), science,
 girls physi-
cal education and foreign 
language; South Bay Union 
Elementary, San Diego 
County - elementary K-6; 
Whisman Elementary, Santa 










14 9 9 
C. 
cocktail
























































use the name 













































meeting,  the CUBG 
listened to a sub -committee 
report and awarded the 
office to Student Services 
West
 Inc. The meeting was 
chaired
 by board member 
William
 Allison.  Chairman 
Steve Lieurance removed 
himself from acting on the 
question because he is a 
founder and the president
 of 
SSW Inc. 
Some technical questions 
were




Inc, sent the 
sole
 reply and 




At the March CUBG ses-
sion, Allison reported to the 
board that the interpretation
 
received from the chan-
cellor's 
legal  staff was that 
there was possibly a conflict 
of interest having Lieurnace 
on the board and in charge of 




apparently on the advice of 
the chancellor's office, 
decided
 the 





was decided that the 
winning 
agency should be signed 
to a 




to Daniel C. 
Peterson, manager of the 
Foundation, "the Founda-
tion has the lease agreement 
with the 
state  of California 
for the College
 Union build-
ing. Since it 
administers
 the 
business affairs of the Union, 
the foundation is the legal 
entity that sub-leases space 
in the building." 
The CUBG thought it was 
acting correctly, and had the 
authority




 of work 
Lieurance 
resigned  from  the 
CUGB at the August meet-
ing. He does 
not  believe 
there was 
a conflict of 
interest. "I enjoyed 
working 
on the board. I served 
through
 three student 
government
 administrations 
and I wish I was still 
on it. I 
just don't see any 
conflict  of 


































































































there  is 



































ANCE FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS, BELIEVE
 
YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR RATES. 
STOP BY 
OUR SAN JOSE 









































































Floyd Crammer, Friends Of Distinc-
tion, and 
hundreds  more top 
recor-
ing RCA
 artist. . . Now
 reduced 40% 
off 
list. Hurry, this 




























written  into 
the 























"may."  "I 
















































































 believe to 
be





















nationally  known brands. All are 
safe and
 
effective.  All are 
available  
without  a 
pre-
scription.  And 
all are sent to 










have to do 






SERVICES,  INC, 
105 es. Columbia St., Dept.
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ADDRESS
   
CITY   
STATE   


























Reprise recording stars. 
There's 
hundreds to choose
 from: The 
Gratefull 
Dead,  Peter Paul 
and Mary. 
The Association,










 Don Ho, 





 a host 
of 
other great stars. 
. . all reduced 
for your Holiday
 Savings. Save over 
40% on every album








Choose from the big hits on Atco 
and Atlantic records. Top stars like 
The Bee Gees, Iron Butterfly, Otis 









 Eddie Harris, 
Led Zeppelin, Aretha Franklin, Crosby 
Stills 
and Nash, Wilson Pickett and 
hundreds 
more Top Atco-Atlantic lp 
records.






































































idea,  solid 
state  8 -track
 
stereo  tape 
player, 
with am













































 label RCA stereo 8 
cartridge
 
tapes  now at 
great
 
savings for a 
limited  time 
only.  
Select from 








of music.  















98 S 3rd 
Sti  eet 
Mori.  and 
Thurs
 10 9 
Tues.
 







































- re 41111 r 
Book 








 to the Daily 
Americans 














McGinniss,  author of 
"The 










building  not a 
President

































public  from 
what  
type of man 
Nixon was. They 
tried to gain 
"response  to the 
image, not 
to
 the man...It's 
not what's 
there that counts; 
it's 
what's  projected," 
stated  
Raymond K. Price, Nixon's 
speech writer. 
FAKE IMAGE 
Nixon was sold to the pub-
lic 
through controlled TV. 
'Nixon 
relied  on the TV 
studio like a 
polio  victim re-
lied on 
an
 iron lung," wrote 
The reader was aware how 
often 
the  campaigners were 
concerned
 with making 
Nixon -seem" involved, con-
temporary and aware with-
out his saying anything of 
substance. For
 instance, a 
major problem was making  
Nixon's warmth come 
through. Or, efforts directing 
attention away from the man 
himself were made. Said one 
campaign manager: "Hope-
fully the picture would pre-
vent
 people from paying too 




Just as Nixon was to 
-seem" a certain way -the 
audience  was too. The book 












 Ailes, a 
Nikon cam-






An absence of conviction 
in 
Nixon's speeches was 
coupled with an absence of 
faith in Nixon -by his 
campaigners themselves. He 
related
 that a spot for Nixon
 
of carefully selected blonde, 
blue-eyed 
children  playing 
outdoors was used.
 One of 
the men who produced the 
spot revealed in private that 
he was leaving America as 
soon as the campaign was 
over
 because "this is no 
place to bring up 
children."  
This absence of conviction 
in campaigners for support-
ing Nixon was disheartening. 
One described Nixon: "He 
looks like somebody 
hung 
him in a 
closet  overnight and 
he jumps out in the morning 
ith his overnight suit all 
bunched 
up
 and starts 
running 
around saying, 'I 
want to be President.' " 
ELECTRONICS
 
Largely, McGinniss  makes 
the voter aware of a new 
trend in political campaign-
ing -electronics. It is 
worth 
reading, just to make clear 
that the TV is not the total 
picture. It is editing for us. 
We are not seeing candidates 
or the President as We would 
see them, but 
as producers 


















News of SJS & other colleges 
6:15 -"The

























Flying Aces, 7 




















 p.m., C.U. 
Urnunhum.
 Information 
about first trip 
to Heavenly 
Valley on Dec. 11 
through 13, 
to be discussed.
 Payment for 
trip  will be 
accepted  at 
meeting. $16 
dollars for 
members, $20 for nonmem-
bers. Ski film. 
Spartan Chinese Club, 7:30 















by World  
Tribunal."  
Students
 for a Democratic 
Society  ISDS ), 
all  morning, 




Humanities, 2 p.m., A trip 
to Berkeley









p.m., New Wineskin. 
Foreign
 students can record 
messages 
to send to their 
families all 
evening.  Free 
tapes provided. Students pay 
only postage charges. 
ICSC, 8 p.m., New Wine-
skin, Ping Pong Tourna-
ment. All students welcome. 
Music and refreshments. 
Jonah's Wail Coffee 
House, 8 p.m., folk music, 
"monster  jam," night. 
SATURDAY 
Jonah's Wail, 8 p.m., rap 





















Center,  47 
S. 
Fifth. 














all  you 




































































































ANTHONY  QUINN portrays
 an indignant -Nobody 
Loves  A Drunken Indian," by 
Claire 
Indian yiho instigates
 the Last Great 
Indian Iluffaker. 
Uprising
 in "Flap." a 
film  based on the








for the drama production of 
the "Bacchae." 
The play is a moderni-
zation of the Greek tragedy 
by Euripides. Curtain time is 
8:15 p.m. in the College 
Theatre. Tickets are $1 for 
students 




 may be pur-





The play features experi-















cluding films and 







 in the pro-
duction have contributed
 in 
the staging of the 
tragedy. 
Scenic, costume
 and lighting 
designs are 
being  prepared 
by 
Donald  J. Childs as his 
thesis project for a master 
of 












composed  by 
Richard
 Dee, a 
Music  De-
partment










 in modern 
dance has been
 done by Lisa 
Paulson, 
also  a student
 at 
SJS. 







 The story 
centers
 on 
the  decay 
of 
Athens at 





















and  his 
followers.  












































































































































































































Sway in CU 
Gallery 
Those magnificent ma -
tholes and the
 flying men 
and women who see 
them
 
are tripping in the College 
Art Gallery through 
Dec.  18. 
Sculptor Peter Taft -
Nielsen
 has called from the 
skies, the ghost of Eddie 
Rickenbacker, the Wrights, 
arid all pedalers and pushers 
of the early days of aviation. 
Dangling from the ceiling 
of the black draped room are 
pint-sized models of con-
verted bicycles, external 
combustion engines, brass 














































plastic  covers the 
walls and 
the floor 





























































































































IT. FINE WINE 
51 00 
a gat 
BREW  8 cents a 
of Beer & Wine 
Books& Recipes
 Crocks Malt 
Hops  
Grape Concentrates






 in the Arts & 
Crafts  Center 
Ph 248 6680. 1855
 The Alameda THE 
CALIFORNIA WINEMAK ER 
AQUARIUMS:  
Built  to 
YOUR 
Speed  i 
cations Find a New
 High & Space 
Out on your own Tropical Call Jim at 
295 









a New High & Space 
Out 
on your own Tropical Call Jim at 
295 8709 or see at 
Student Union 
SOON.  
- - - 
GETTING MARRIED  WITHIN 10 
yes?
 1st Class Florist 10 yr cop Per 
sonally
 design & Construct your Wedd 
ing 
& Floral designs for 
A 
Normal 
Price. 253 8887 or 292 
6174. 
POSTER CLUB: Original Art 2)(3' 
Pesters
 1 
month for 3 months, all only 









Attention Flower Children-We 
have
 
iong stem premium 
roses tor 52 95 a 
dor (well put them 
in a gold 
florists  
box even) catch 
this
 terrific deal at 
Eleanor's Flowers
 of Los Gatos 720 





 & Lark Ave I call for direr 
'ions 356 6314 or 
356  4839 We also nave 
arnations  for 
SI 00 per dot, daisies
 65 
ents, bachelor 
buttons  95 cents, 
Mums
 SI 95 a do: etc etc We have 
iust
 
about the largest selection of cut 
'lowers .n 
the 
valley  You'll love our 
owice 
Attention "low
 Budget" students! 
f,LEANOR'S DISCOUNT FASHIONS 
of 
Los  Gatos




 (Bobbie Brooks. Catalinas. 
White Stag.
 
Magnin,  etc 1 tor approx 
'ire third 
of the original 
cost You 








Selection.  Ladies, 
 1ins & 
teens Call for directions 
,,r, 
0114 
or 356 4839 720 
University 
4ve 











tabby  very 

























 Labor & 




down or wrecked VW 
Herbert,  82 Goodyear, Si. 
2923,60
 





at 297 0273 
540  for set 








































5)/5 Call 243 
6766 
TUNEUPS ANY car w out OW 510
 or 
J., air SU plus parts Mils. 
Call





TRAIL 120cc, low mi 
,xcel cond 5780 Call 248 9740 
1960
 FALCON WAGON
  5125 00 or 
Trade 
tor girls 76'' 
bike




GOOD BUY! 1964 
Pontiac Tempest. 6 
cylin 















Sale. Chevrolet Impala 
1960








 100 (Singlet Excellent
 
Condition 5I90 
Call  289 8675 
JEEP Mud & 
Snow tires  gates 10 X 15 
ornmandos
 on 10- r.rns cost over 
5300 
Sell for 
1200 or offer call 
377  0540 







Berry 287 5870 710 
p 5125  or 
cest 
offer 
59 VW Now rebuilt Engine,
 Tuned 
,xaust. .4 Cam,
 New Clutch 
Throwout
 Bearing 
28 mpg Perfect 
5400 
Call  Andy











Fri Dec 4 














S p re or Sal & Sun 
92 Choy. Impala Cony. Good 
ondition 5500 or 
best  offer Call 297 
r4196 
at
 ter 6 or on weekends 
1956 VW 
bug  Good 
condition 275
 00 
even 246 5670 
'67 MG16.GT Like 
New Wire wheels 
New tires 
Phone 243 4693 51700 
IOR 








with a wholesaler and can 
supply all the current LP records 
and  
most 





55 LP's sell for 53.09 S6 LP's for 53.62, 
etc All sales are on a special order 
basis Place your 
order  by Tues., pick. 
up Fri of the same week. Hrs. 9 a.m. 
8 p.m Mon Fri 
CALL for infOrma 
lion, 2950700 Ron 538 S. 8th. IT'S 
LEGIT Now taking 
orders for Christ 
rises 




 Navy Pea 
Coats. Bell bottom 
pants (Denlrn 





 Jackets. HIP. 
PIE FASHIONS. Furs & Leather 
JACK & PAT'S 3rd 
HAND STORE. 375 
E. Heeding St. S.J Also, 7036 Thorn, 
ton Ave.. 
Newark.
 10 5 Mon Thur. 10 
6 
Fri  & Sat
 
OLD PICKLE 
BARRELS   SIO 
each,  
call Larry after 3 
at
 29e 6659 or call 
Lou at 295 
9967  
Used Books, Pocket 
Bks and Maga 
tines 
Thousands & 1,000'S. 
Groovy
 












Cc & Buckle) One 
season old 538 NO 4942 Aft 6 p.m. 




Toe 210 CM 294  2464 
075 or 
Offer  
GUITAR. ACCOU. OR elec any 
model .imps 5 access Brand new whls 
plus II percent Call Jim
 at 266 
0667  
Boulder Creek, 21. acres road 
frontage,
 view. sites 
07500  Call 246 
3700 
rot
 423 or 243
 4457 
MAGS
  Two& X 14 
amer
 wags tires, 
tubes. lugs 





New Pica  
Type
 165 FOR SALE 






POINTER   
male? 
months
 old HaS 
all  his shots. 
must sell him 
before Dec
 18 Best 






 5 mos. 
old female
 Moving to 
apt. Call 657 
7516 
Ski Boots:




 $85 boots 
for
 
545  Call 287 7192 
Bob 
Big box guitar. 
Harmony  Sovereign w 
case & strap 
Very gOOd cOnd $65
 or 
best
 offer 287 
048.4 
Ski 
boots.  Brand New. NORDICA,  
buckle, laminated plastic Men's 14 
med Also sk, 
pants. sae 34 286 4863 
HI IF WANTED ,41
 
Students Part.time. Several 
positions 
open. If you have your own car and are 
free




days,  and weekends We have an 
ideal
 





 meet the 
public and 
have  a neat appearance. 
Excellent pay, 
fringe  benefits. Testing 
for these 
positions  will commence 
at
 3 
p.m sharp Mon. Nov. 
9. See Mr. 
Winter 
1850
 Bore! Place Suite 130 San
 
Mateo Calif. No Phone 
calls.  
53.00 Per
 he,, Male & 
Female
 Need 
Money for food, rent,  books;





willing  to work, we pay 3.00 hr 
After 
Qualifying  require care & neat 
swear  Fuller Brusit Co. 225-5513 
Photo Models 
Needed   Girls ages 18 
35 
515 per hr. Call 







OR PART TIME, Ice 
Cream,  
Soft Drink Vending Routes 30 
SO percent Comm
 350 N Montgomery
 





Needed. Salary, peace work, or 
cornm.  
Depending on lob Call Michael 287 
6769
 
MARKETING   MANAGEMENT 
MAJORS Business 
opportunities  for 
experience and
 future rewards. 
Sand 
personal
 resume to "Opportunity Un 
limited- 3763 













ping Center Dec 















Santa  Claus Dec 
5, 













with Lila Minelli College 
Union 




Tutor for Bus. IN, 

















students Sal 8. 








FOUND  SI 
FOUND: 
One  Ring (Wedding Band?) 




recovery of 1970 red Honda 125. stolen 
Mon Nov 13 between 12 00 
1-00  on 
9th St across from 
Student  Union No 
questa:ins




ROOM  AVAIL. IN Westgate 
area in 
exchange for
 4 nites babysitting. Fem. 
Stud pref Own Trans Phone 293-9308. 
GIRL. 
SHARE  2 BcIrm. Mod 
Furn. Apt 
Have own room, 2 
Blks  from 5JS Pool. 
560 Late ride 
Calls OK, 298 1333. 
Female 
Roommate.
 Spring Sem. Next 
to 
Campus. $55-mo. Pool. 215 E. 
San  
Fernando No 8 297 3964. 
I BEDROOM 
UNFURN,
 APTS. 1110. 







SJSC 293 5995 
Girl!! Needed.
 Share Apt. w.own 
Rm 
& 
Bath Sauna, Pool. 10 
min. from SJS 
Call Tom 
or Gary 2471598 




aot,  you 
will get) mo for price of 
two.  470 So. 
11th 
St , 287 7590. 
 
Very nice turn. opts, 1 5. 3 bdrms, pool, 
taking 















Comfortable.  in 
Priv.  
Home 146 
S 14th St 
Call
 2843025  
Considerate
 roommate 
needed.  For 2 
berm 
apt Own ern 




from  school. 
295 5857 
Girl  to share rm.
 w kit priv 
Mustnt 
























setting  253 
8049





 27 yr. old Jr,
 
like
 to share clean,
 Quiet. 







 George. 296 6960. 
Will share pot.
 home, lovely, 
quiet,  in 
Willow 
Glen available
 Dec. 1st. 
264 














 ies I & 2 Bdrms., on
 4th
 St.; 
close to campus Phone 2998354. 
4th Female rminate needed. Apt. 3 
blks from campus Avail Dec 15. SAO 
mo 620S 7th No. S. 
2936294.
 
Roommate needed NOW  $70 'no. 
Own room apt close to school Call 
Oar, 
at
 297 1095 
1 Female roomit now.
 
A 1 to 
begin  
spring sem 555 rno . pool,  next to 












Married  or 
Single
 age 24 
& over 5I39 
Married 21 121140
 Mr. Toll 
241
 7900. 
STEREO'S FOR RENT: Portable or 
console free delivery,  free service, no 
contract
 Esche's 251 2598 
TV's FOR RENT: free service, free 
delivery on San Jose 
area,  no contract 
Esche's 251 2598 
MOTORCYCLE
 INSURANCE annual 
liability rates
 0 125cc 525: 126cc 
200cc 
536: 201cc 450cc  546.  451cc 650cc 062 
Mr. Neal 371 1877.
 
TYPING, 







 Call Mary 
Bryner,
 244 6444 
after 6 00 
TYPING  thesis, term 
papers, etc.. 















 San Jose 
E




papers. Thesis, Etc 
De 






Also  KEY 
PUNCHING  Fast 
reasonable
 Jo Ann Silva 








 Way. Si Pre 
registration












guaranteed  Will edit 294 
3772 
HELP





















































 St Hrs 10 






















Papers.  Reports, 
etc 
Accurate
 Myrna Brunton, 812 S. 
Sara 
toga 0 





papers,  thesis, etc.  
10 per cent 
Discount 
Call  287 5870 Berry 7 10 p rn 
PERSONALS
 .8 
God has a 
plan. You are in it. 
For a 
FREE
 Book, this Divine 
Plan  of the 
Ages, Send to 
DIVINE




























other dogs  
they might gel 
distemper.
 One dog already has 
this  ' 
disease. Your 





need  your help. If VOL 
might be 





Graham Thurgood, 289.9751, 2.4 p 
You can have me, allot me for only 
70
 
cents. Meet meat St. James Infirmary 
390 Moffett Blvd Mt 
View.
 Always 
on Sunday H Wallbange,
 





EUROPE - ISRAEL .EAST AFRICA, 




 Fred. 415.843 






























































































Announernointt  (I) 
Help
 




















No Munch on cowshed
 adt Print your el 
here:  










$   
Phone



















two  days 
alto: 
placing  ad for  
10 50 
appear 
